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Marketplace Roadmap – ICOSA Proposal 

As an Independent Affiliate of the Marketplace, your agency has premier access to contract needs as 

posted by Facility Partners. The EmpoweRx Team will send email alerts when new needs are posted. 

You can access via your ICOSA profile. If you are interested in a posted need, simply propose your 

clinical profile for the position. The EmpoweRx Team will review the submission to ensure the facility 

required documentation is complete and release the submission to the facility contact. 

1. Log in to your ICOSA (subcontractor (SC) profile and click Subcontractor in the top blue bar 

(it should default to this page). Click Needs Fill Status on the left side of the screen. If the 

calendar date is highlighted green the job has not been assigned (refer to the legend for more 

details). Click the clipboard picture under Candidates. 

       

2. Click the clinical talent name  
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3. Click the Doctor in the green hat with a green arrow to propose the clinical talent (caregiver) 

for the contract. 

 

4. Fill in the appropriate information. The preliminary rate is the facilities bill rate. The proposed 

rate is your negotiated rate. The selling point is what makes you an asset to the facility.  
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5. If you need to recall your proposal, go to Needs Fill Status and click the clipboard with 

your listed name. The Doctor with the green hat will now have a red arrow, click to recall. 

        

6. After you propose, the calendar date will remain green until you have been assigned by the 

facility. However, your name will now be listed under the clipboard. The hiring manager 

will reach out directly to schedule an interview at their discretion. 
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7. When hired for a position the calendar date and name font will convert to black to signify 

assigned. You will also receive email notification for your assigned contract. 

   

   


